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Since many of au r comme i-ctal caves are exu-emety difficull to acequatety portray in photographs ,
it is interesting
to see what compelling
realism
has
been captu reo in a very talented
artist's
drawing
of
Rio Camuy I the huge Puerto
Rican cave visited
last
winter by a party which inctuoeo
sever-at NCA membel'S.
The sketch is by 23-year-old
Jack Schoenherr,
whose
regular
assignments
encompass
such
substantial
work as covers [or Reaoere Digest.
The
scene is strictly in the nature of an "artist's
concept;"
since Rio Camuy is, of cour-se, entirely
undeveloped.
The passageway
depicted
here is over 200 It. high.
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CHATTANOOGA

A BATTLE
Highway

28 & 29

.

Right nOWI please open your datebook or turn
your desk calendar and mark "RESERVED" on Friday and Saturday,
October 28 _ 29., .
That s the time of Nr'A's second annual convention
sCh,edUI€{1 t.o lake place in Chattanooga.
We Jl be dlreclly
In touch with you later as
to. the exact who/what/where
of the gathering,
But of
nus muc.ll you maybe certain:
there will be construe~lve busll1e~s sessions
and plenty of opportunity
for
toea-swapping
Shoptalk, plus some enjoyable specializmg.
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Watch too, for the next issue of DOWN UNDER
sCh edllled ~o ap~ear toward the end of September
(bon1
estl } -vwhlc h W1U be largely devoted to plans for the
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EDITORIAL:

Tun
f'i j'

'v

A

Battle Not Vet

Entirely Lost!

~,"",I

,.i
~
-,~-

\
I'm sure it wasn't Ladybird's
aommerctal
caves out of oustneas.

purpose to put
It's more as if,

stie so~g;ht to.eltmmate a wart on the toe
putation df a leg!
....

Her

fede-ral

you well know
number-one

J

highway

threatens

means

am-,
' . '}f

through

beautification

act,,-as

to completely destroy our

of reaching

the public.

If the Con-

ogress next January should choose to adopt the strtcjest-'
possible crttema -Ior enforcement of the legislation,
'we 'would have about as much

chance

[a}' survtvarras

'growing a new leg.
We say "if" the Congress adopts the most
strict criteria,
because that document is still not
written.
The Federal
Bureau of Roads, which, Is
charged with the responsibility
of drawing
up such
standards,
has until next January
10 to submit
its
recommendations
to Congress...
I
And, between now and then, the Bureau
is
bound to be influenced by a number of factors.
1) The Bureau will surely take note of what
compliance
actions
the individual
state Legtslatur
es
will have taken by then. (As you are aware, any state
which fails to fall in line automatically
forfeits
ten
percent of its federal highway aid. )
2) The Bureau will personally
hear representatives
of certain vitally affected organizations.
Therefore,
the National Caves Association's
membership
should be alert to what each cave can do
to strengthen
its own cause,
and you need to know
what is being done in your behalf.
A) If, in your State,
the Legislature
will
meet between now and next January
10, you are urged
to work tor passage of standards
of criteria
with which
our industry can live ...
Here in Missouri,
through
the efforts
of
many, we have drafted and been successful
in obtaining passage of standards
which make special provision
for signs pertanung
to scemc , natural and historic
attractions
...
You will Iinc our Missouri
stanuarus
published in their entirety
following this editorial,
and
you are urged to read lhe document carefully for whatever enlightenment
it might convey.

B) As a member of the National
Caves Association,
you were represented
in Washington
or
June 28, when your President
and Lyman Riley appeared before the Bureau of Roads to explain in oe.
tail' the criteria
drafted and r ecommencec
by the Association.
.
Once we have seen what sort of action
it
forthcoming
from our hearing at the Bureau,
we wtl
know which way to move next.
But we co oeflmtef
feel, at this moment,
that this whole matter
is no
the hopeless situation it once appeared.
If, as we believe will happen, the Bureau
0
Roads seems favorably
disposed toward making provision in its federal criteria
for scemc , historic
am
natural
attractions,
we will once again be in touct
wi th you to offer aU possible
aid in influencing
Iegts .
lation to be passed in each state where a NCA membel' is located.
(You should remember
that a stab
actually can, if it so desires,
enforce sign Iegts latior
which ts even more strict than federal
requu-ements
witness what lUiSlUl'eady happened in Wisconsin,
Nev
York and Kentucky.)
However,
should the Bureau of Roads rnakr
a negative appratsat
of the cause we are championing
then it will become mandatory
that we re-group,
reo
arm and carry our plea to House and Senate members
If you will recall, the threat to our contrnuec
ability to advertise
ourselves
on the highways was onr
of the prime
reasons
for our banning together
as,
nationwide Association.
I feel that we will
surer
have experienced
a gratifying
first year if the effor-t:
of many of the membership
who have worked on ill'
matter can result in more equitable
treatment
unoe.
the federal beautification
act.
Forgive the repetition,
please,
but the tore.
most thought to keep in mind is that what your slab
does in cornpltance
with the federal act is an-trnpor
tant, and we urge you to personally
be a leader
it
seeking insertion
of our NCA-endorsed
criteria
ir
your state's
legislation.
--

Jack

Her-schem
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ffiCHWAY SIGN LEGISLATION:

NCA Endorsed

torreal

Amend ment

I •
As refer-r-ed to in the editorial
above, here
. is the entire text of the criteria,
devised by your NCA
leadership
and first successfully
enacted into law by
the Missouri Genepl Assembly tbts past Spring.
~ PART I.
Directional and other official signs and notices
erected by the state highway commission,
Or Signs and
notices pertaining to natural wonders, scenic and historical attractions:
The slate
highway commission
shall determine thes e natural wonoei;s , scenic and: his-

tortcal attracnons which
to the
some
scenic
known
public.

it

deems of sufficient in teres

attraction
displayed
on the sign.
4. Signs for specific
attraction
shall be located within a radius
of 100 air miles from the advertising
activity
and shall not exceed a total of 10
signs on any interstate
route, primary
route or combination of same leading
to jhe advertising
activity.
F. Color and ....lighling:
No sign or notice
shall be illuminated
by red,
green or amber
lights
which interfere
with the effectiveness
of traffic signs,
devices
or Signals.
Signs which contain,
Inctuoe,
or are illuminated
by any flashing,
intermittent,
or
moving lights
is prohibited.
Color
and design
of
signs which attempt
to appear to regulate,
warn, or
direct the movement of traffic or which interfere
with.,
imitate or resemble
any official
traffic sign,
signal
or device are pr-ohibited.

t

travelling public. Satn commission 'may luc lude
privately
owned or operateu
natural wonoers ,
or tnstortcar
attractions
lf.fhey are r egiona Hy
and of outstano: ngwide interest to the travelling
. 1,1

A. General:
Signs and notices pertaining
to
privately owned or operated
natural wonders,
scenic
or historical attractions
(as determined
by the highway
commission)
located off the right of way will be permitted subject to the tonowtug restrictions.
B. Size of Signs:
,
1. For signs Wlthtn 150 ft. of the traveneo way:
a. Maximum area, 300 sq. ft.
b. Maximum height, 15 ft.
c. Maximum length, 30 ft.
2. For signs located 150 ft. or more from the travelled way:
. ,
a. Maximum area, 400 sq. ft.
b. Maximum height, 20 ft.
c. Maximum length, 40 ft.
3. All dimensions
to include border and trim but exeluding supports.
'
C. Double faced or Vtype signs shall be considered one sign.
Maximum size of sign shall apply
to each face.
D, The highest point of ,the sign shad not extend more tluu130Tt. measured
from either the ground
level at the supports or the centerline
of the travellea
way, whichever
is higher in elevation.
E. Spacing and number of signs:
1. No two signs shall be spaced less than
one mile apart and:
2. No more than two signs may be permitted
within any 5 mile distance
measured
from any point
and facing anyone side of the highway.
3. No sign Or notice may be Iocateo within
1000 It. ?f an interchange
or intersecti;n
at graoe
along the inter-state system
or other freeways (measured from the nearest
point of intersection
of the
main travelled way and the entrance or exit travelled
way) except where said interchange
Or intersection
is
the nearest exit to the natural wonder, scenic or his-

NEEDED: MORE FUEL
TO RUN THE PROMOTIONAL MACHINE!
In our NCA press releases
and feature stories to elate, we've aimed largely at vacation planners:
In various ways we've drummed
at the theme,
"on your tr}-p, don't pass up the opportunity
to viSit. a
cave-o-cr
better
still, several
caves;
every cave 1S
different,
an experience
unto itself.
The same idea, as you've noted, is included
in our recently
published
"See the U. S. A.--UNDERGROUND" folder.
And perhaps you've seen our tr-eatment of the theme in the feature we recently wrote at
the request of the American Automobile
Association'S
Washington
headquarters
for international
distribution
by that publicity-active
promotional
agency.
We're using press
material
also to talk up
historic allure as a selling point, as well as geological
significance,
and that old standby
which is always
topical in Summer,
"nature's
own air-conditioning."
But we are fast reaching
the point where we
can use some suggestions
from you on merchandisable
romance ... slightly different
twists which are strong
enough to stand a ster-n eoitor-s examination
(becaUSe,
as we've said before
to fail in exciting
interest
at
Mr. Editor's
desk is to never reach the eyes 01 Mr.
and Mrs. Reader).
In your next spare moment, won't you please
examine your scrapbook
of Clippings to see if there 1S
a selling appeal we may not have thought of as ~et?
Remember
that to sell caves in general the story idea
must be applicable
to more than just a single cave'S
highlights.
We must tell about ourselves
in terms
of
cave touring as a category
of entertainment.
When you come across
an idea you'd like to
contribute,
send it along to Jack Herschend
and perhaps it can become an important
new tool in our continuing efforts
to make this nation constanl1y
more
"cave conscious.
"
__ Don Richardson
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EDITOR'S

REMARKS

Why is it--when you've malting a repair deep
in the Cave--that
the pliers or wrench or precise
tool
you need for the job ... is at the furthest point from
your location, up the steepest steps--as unhandy and
un-helpful. .. as your appendix?
Or, the tiny setscrew
you've removed from the equipment you're working on
... slips Irom your fingers,
falls between a couple of
rocks ... and down into the bottomless
abyss of breakdown that is the cave floor ... ?
I don't know why these things are so: I only
know they happen with predictable
regularity ... to all
of us 1 I'm only sorry to say that THIS issue of DOWN
UNDER is much, much later than I had intended ... for
approximately
the same un explicable reasons discoursed above:
Believe it or not, this issue of DOWN UNDER
was all written,
and ready to be typeset around the
middle of June.
If things had not "hit the fan" you
would have had the publication
by the first of July-BUT, your Editor,
of all the ouuoer-heaoeu
things,
LOST the copy ... all of it. .. on a 'highway
beautification' trip to St. Louis.
A month later I worked up
enough courage to confess
this mishap to Jack Herscheno and Don Richardson
(after frantica1ly
searching office,
house, cave, car, piggy-bank
and sugarbowl).
Forty-lashes
later they gooo naturedly agreed
to re-write
their
material
and re-gather
the rest.
This was managed,
between
running our respective
caves and a few million other things, and finally put
together this August 1.
And that, dear reader,
is why we're so late.
Just thought an apology and an explanation
was in order.
It'll never happen again.
I AM sorry.
Next issue will be coming out around the last
of September,
and wi l l contain cetans
of the October
28-29 II Annual NCA Convention.

OK?
-- Editor

A DIFFERENT KIND OF CAVE TOUR
--Ralph

Schmidt,

ONYX CAVE,

Arkansas

Instead of one guide taking a party or visttors
through the entire cave trtp from opening remarks->
through--and
back out. .. Onyx Cave has worked out a
somewhat unique procedure.
Guests arriving
at the Cave are personally
greeted
at the reception
desk by tile owner,
Ralph
gctumot-vwho
welcomes
them, paying particular
attention to the "first-timers"
underground.
He also
mentions
NCA and passes
out our folders.
During
this pertod Mr. Schmidt is also able to gather such
data as which caves the visitors
have previously visited, and how they learned of Onyx Cave.
After guests have purchased
tickets,
registered, and browsed about in the gift shop area, snack
bar,
etc.,
the tour is begun--consisting
of a fifty-

minute trip broken into three sections
of fifteen minutes eacbv-plus a five-minute
"cusluon"
to allow for
extra family snapshot posing.
This latter has proven
to be a fine gesture
[or the gutue to extend, and ts
more meaningful
aovertts ing than the usual postcarne
on sale at the office.
Five special areas are well defined for children
to be posed in, around,
or under
attractive
cave scenery.
While still in the lobby the first guide ts introduced.
At the first convenient
position
the earl]
history
of Onyx Cave is reviewed,
and then a brie:
summary
of cave origin,
dripstone
deposits,
etc,
Thatallcaves
are different--and
no two alike ts stressed.
Onyx Cave boasts a fine display
of boxwork-some resembling
berry crates;
ano this unique feature is emphastzeo.
The first guide then Iutrocuces
the seconc
'guide as the party arrives
at the second station.
ThE
second guide explains the use of clay deposits
mined
from the cave--which
is workeu into art and ceramic
projects.
Crafts of all kinds are encouraged
among
the guioeev-Ior display in the special pavilion
provided f01" the purpose.
Before the visitor
enters
the
cave he is already
aware of the cave clay products.
Clay is bagged and sold to the customers
for their
own art work.
As the clay "mining" is also exposing
immense
structures
of box-work,
plus aootng wtott
to the walkways,
the guide's time is well used.
A third guide takes over the party to show the
third portion of the tou rc -wh ic h displays both light and
dark purple fluorescing
calcite
(the clay fluorescing
the darkest
of all).
This "mineral
show" appeals
to
the tourist--with
all its color.
Specimens
of fluorescing cave minerals from other caves are also displayed, with proper credit given.
This last gulde circles
the tour back to the s econo station and bottle-necking
is avoided by proper timing of groups as they are released from the office.
All guides wear red coveralls
with NSS insignia. The gutoes , when not actually on tour have previously been assigned
detail work to complete
wher
convenient.
Small caves are often handicapped
by the
fact Lhat their work Ior-ce Is limited to stuoents available during summer
vacation.
By utthzuig
their "between tour" lime for work in the cave, progress
is
maoe-cano
visitors
enjoy being "taken behind the
scenes"
into the "workings"
of the cave.
A fringe-benefit
the guests receive from having three guides on their trip, instead of one, is tile
change of pace-vanorolng different personalities,
different speaking
Voices, intonation
and dialects,
and
different experiences
to share.
Whenever a guide feels inclined
to return
to
home base "upstairs"
he or she continues
with the
party being- guided completely
through to home
base;
and the other guides adapt and fill in the gaps.
There
is always
a chance to make adjustments
for "cider
breaks"
so lhatat all times, even the cuatonan
(bossman-owner)
gets a chance to take his guests personally ... down-under!
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TOUGHEST

CAVE

RIO

DEVELOPMENT,

CAMUY,

Puerto

YETI

Rico

-- Roy Davis

(A) RUSSE LL GURNEE AMID GIANT STALAGMITES
IN NEWLY DISCOVERED UPPER LEVEL.
IE) ORION
KNOX RAPELUNG
60 FT. PITCH TO RIVER. Ie)
RUSS &GENE GURNEE AT HUG:E; SPLATTERMITE"
IN FORMATION AREA.
ID) EXPEDITION
PERSONNEL: (from left to right) Roy Davts , Bro. G. Nicholas, Jack Bur-ch, Jack Schoenherr,
Russ & Gene Gurnee, Ai Mueller, Barbara&JimStorey,
Jose Ltmer-es ,
(kneeling) John Spence, Orion Knox, Carol Lochner.
(Not appearing were Jack and Sherry Herscbend).
-- Photos by author

Impressive
beyonc comparison is the first glimpse of the
gigantic sinkhole called 'I'r-es Pueblos, that is the doorway to the Rio
Camuy cave system,
near Bayaney,
Puerto Rico.
Over 600ft. across and300
ft. straight
down, the opening resembles
a meteor
cr-ater from the
air. The steep rock pile that is the
floor of the cavity is covered with a
dense jungle of tropical
vegetation;
and [rom an 80 ft. high opening in
the north bluff, theRioCamuy
river
emerges and dashes along the low
side of the smkhote-vto
11018e1y return underground
through another
80 it. opening in the south side of
tile bluff.
Three other entrances
to
this vast cave system,
all stretching 300 it. Irorr, the surface to the
sullen stream below, have been entered by members
of the National
Speleological
Soc i e t y expacntions
headed by Russ
ell H. Gurnee,
prominent
speleotogtst,
known to
many. Two expeditions of the NSS
and numer-ous
smatter
investigations have disclosed
that the size,
length and surface features are significant enough to classify
the Rio
Camuy as a major world cave.
200 ft. ceiling
heights are commonplace.
Rooms 600 ft. in length occur with unbelievable
frequency.
Unique and beautiful formations
abound--but
are dwarfed by the overall immensity
of the place.
Most intriguing of all is the ever-present
magic of the
River-ttselr;
at times stnl ano seemingly bottomless-at other times hysle r ic and deafening,
Explorers
marveling
at this extensive
and
beautiful cave wondered if it coulo be possible for it to
be preserved
and developed for the public; an obviously valuable asset for the already
tourist-conscious
Island's economy.
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Last February
sibilities

NSS expeotuon was
of determining the pos-

tile second

uncertaken-c lor the purpose
and problems

of commercializing

the Rio

Camuy. To aiel in this investigation several NCA members, commercial
cave operators, were invited to
participate.
Jack Her scbenc of Marvel Cave, Roy
Davis of Cumberland Caverns and Jack Burch of Natural Bridge Caver-ns were called in to advise w itb
regard to the economics and physical problems. Their

conclusions,

after ten days investigating

muy , disclosed

that

development

would

the Rio Cabe possible

--but that the undertaking would be greater than anything ever encountered in commercial cave developments.
Because

the river

is subject

to flash flooding

all trails and fixtures would have to be kept above
water-Ievel-vwutcb
means as much as 30 to 40 ft.
overhead! Since most of the walls are sheer , all
trails would have to be carved into the limestone walls
or hung out on cantilevers.
Thi.s would make quite a
show it cannot be denied; but the colossal task of
hacking such a trail--40 ft. high for 4000 It; --is staggering to contemplate!
Moreover, entering the gigantic entrance and
lowering customers
300 It. te the cave-level would
require a fantastic incline-railway or funicular. LikeWise, extung the system at the opposite eno ol the tour,
would require a 300 ft. etevator,
Add to these factors
the problems of modern construction in the relatively
primitive location, where tools and materials would
be unavailabte-vano the task seems unapproachable!
--Yet, it is the hope of Mr. Gurnee that the
Puerto Rican government will recognize the significance of this natural resource and preserve it. AI. ready the government has purchased the properly, and
tile findings of the NSS team of experts, which included
geologists biologists, cartographers,
photographers,
artists, as well as the data compiled by our own NCA
members, has been submitted for consideration.
One thing is for certain: American cave people can be happy that the Rio Canu y is not a competitor "down the highway, '
l

That

KEY Man
The GUIDE

(Editor's note: In earlier months of the Association's
lifetime, members indicated an interest in hearing the
ideas of other members on both guide training and
uniforming.
For the information which follows we
are indebted to Bob Hudson of Meramec Caverns, who
is widely respected in our industry for his approach
to training practices and overatt cave showmanship.
When a program of the "Lassie" television
series was recently filmed at Meramec, it was the
first time anyone ever used a "script" in that cave.

Meramec's management firmly believes that
the fellow who is worth being lur-ed as a guide should
be sufficiently creative to ad lib his own tour commentary.
Naturally, there are certain basic elements
-cauecootes , color, glarr.or, call them what you will
-cwhtch are essential,
of course. But Meramec has
always forbidden any memori zed presentation.
Each
new man in the peak force of 18 guides is broken in
by becoming the silent third man on tours conducted
by all of the staff's otoer employees.
(It should be
pointed out that Meramec's tour parties number 80 to
150 person each, involve 14 microphone stations and
230 light switches , so two gutoes are assigned to
every tour.)

THE RANGER COSTUME, COMPLETE WITH A SILVER BADGE, IS MERAMEC'S YEAR-'ROUND UNIFORM.
A new man, explains Bob HUdson, is generally in his senior year of high school with his mine!
already made up to go on to college. Such a person
can often be counted upon to return to the staff for as
many as four 01' live future summers , says Bob, who
himself began as a bumper-sign boy thirty years ago.
The fellow developing into a valuable guide,
he believes, is one who remains sensitive to the temperament of each tour party.
IJ' his group doesn't
evioence interest in geology, for example, be is alert
enough to sense it and to switch over to emphaalztng
other aspects. If his humor isn't going over with a
particular party, he blends at once into an entirely
straight presentation."
Bob continues "A goad guide has his aue ience completely srzeu up in the first fifteen minutes
of our ninety minute tour."
Uniforming has long been dealt with as a factor of importance at Meramec.
l
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The complete,
cave-supplied
outfit consists
of heavy twill trousers
and waist-length,
Eisenhowerstyle jacket, forest green in color, with a white shirt,
black tie and Park Ranger type of headgear.
While
the new man on the staff does receive
a Meramec
shoulder patch for his jacket, he is not immediately
issued

the silver

badge which the management

deems

an especially
effective
accessory
to the uniform
"We've
found, tt reports
HUdson, "that the
uniform as a whole bring'S dignity to the individual.
The badge in particular
creates a respect and trus t
in the guide from the public'S point of view."
To illustrate
how readily the badge-c-or rather
the absence
of a bauge-c Is noted by the public, Bob
explains that a new, probationary
starr member
who
has not yet been awarded his badge and given tours of
his own to conduct is frequently
asked by gues ts why
he is not wearing
the symbol of authority.
"I'm in
training now," he will tell his questioner,
and pridefully add: "but I'll get my badge soon. "
Tile gutce is more than just a necessary
employee,
Meramecs management
feels;
he is the key
man of the whole organization,
for he is management's
sale, in-person
link to the public.

More

Thoughts

on Guide

Uniforms

AT RUBY FALLS, BLAZERS ARE STRIPED
MER, SOLID RED IN WINTER.

IN SUM-

For many years,"
reports
Carl Gibson
of
Falls,
"we used short-sleeved,
opeu-neckeo
and summer-weight
cotton pants."
But then came the big switch
to "dress-up"
attire,
and, Carl enthusiastically
vows, "staff morale
zoomed to a new high, while the response
auo cooperation of our visitors
likewise
proved we had mace a
right decision. "

Ruby
shirts

Summer
and Winter unirorms are different
at Ruby Falls.
In Summer , the guides are neatly turned out in white dress shirts,
black ties, black trousers
and striped
blazers.
Winter brings
on a change
to
oxford gray trousers
and bright red blazers.
AlluniIorms,
Carl explams , are provided by
the management,
as is dry cleaning' of the blazers.
"To us," says the long-experienced
Chattanooga attraction
executive,
"well-dressed
is every bit
as important
as well-trained.
II

TECHNICAL:

LIGHT

DIMMING

For Special Effects

Not infr aquently cave lighting systems
employ "special
effects" that may involve Iight changes,
colored effects and light dimming.
Orten these take
the form of "Sunset over Grand
Canyon",
"Sunrise
over the River styx" or the "Dawning
of CreaUon"
--sometimes
elaborately
accompanied
with recorded
narrative
and musical background.
Whatever the effect or whatever
it is called,
a few remarks
concerning dimmers,
and their use underground,
might be
found helpful:
As every cave electrician
knows, the greatest
enemy of electrical
equipment
underground
is moisture.
Corrosion
of contacts
and swelling
of moving
parts in relays, switches,
circuit-breakers,
and other
controls,
is the usual source
of breakdowns.
Combating tlii s condition is relatively
simple:
By enclosing'
such equipment in metal boxes,
and installing
tiny
heaters
to drive out the moisture,
the trouble-spot
can usually be ehmtuateo.
These heaters
are actually
resistors,
such as are used in electronic
equipment.
In most instances
a small resistor,
25 watt, 750 ohm,
120 volt, will be sufficient for a box, say, 12x12x6".
Larger
resistors
for larger boxes, of course.
Resistors, such as the "Ohrmte" brand are obtainable from
most electronic
supply houses,
or may be ordered
from Allied Radio,
100 N. Western
Ave., Chicago,
Ill.
These resistors
should be fused and connected
to the main power line--and
kept energized
at aU times
(power consumption
is infinitesimal).
Light-dimming
is not the complicated,
involved and costly thing it is often thought to be. Rheostats, which immediately
come to mind, are expensive, clumsy and often objecttonablev-smce
they dissipate resistance
in the form of heat.
Most dimming
apptlcattons
in older cave lighting systems
incorporated theatr-ical dimmers
or rheostats,
and they were
expeusive-c-ano
unreliable.
But designs
have improved,
ami the usual nght-otmmtng
load in a cave is
not great--so
there is no reason why rheostats
kept in
a dry, heated box, would not work.
However,
recent
etectromc
developments
suggest more practical,
less expensive
means.
The
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tronics,
Inc.,
260 S. Forge St., Akron,
Ohio. Their
;#T-279 handles 0-140 volts, up to 500 watts, and retails for about $14. These have the advantage
of handllng dimming situations
without generating
excessive
heat- -provlde continuous variation without "jump start"
and create no interference
with electronic
equipment.
Their physical
size and weightis
their only objection,
being about 6" high, and 5" in diameter,
and weighing
10-1/2 pounds.
Several of these would require
considerably
greater
space
than the same number
of
transistor
dimme rs.
Always avoid overloading'
dimmer
units,
of
any design, lest they be destroyed.
Operation
of dimmers
is simple,
and poses
no problem
where use by guides is involved,
Completely automated
systems
are possiule, of course,
but these ARE expensive.

COMPACT DIMMER INSTALLATION,
TRANSISTOR
TYPE, PUSHBUTTONS ON TOP CONTROL REGULAR TRAIL LIGHTS.
NOTE MASTER SWITCH, PILOT LIGHT AND CONVENIENCE
OUTLET.
SMOKY
MTN. CAVERNS, TENN.
new household-type
transistor
dimmer
has proven
most satisfactory
and trouble free. Compact (fitting
a 4" box) and easily installed,
these units retail for
$5-$7 and handle loads up to 500 watts.
(Ideal Industries,
Inc; , Sycamore,
j n. has r-eceutly
marketed
a
larger unit that will handle 1000 watts.)
These do not
generate
heat, and are continuously
variable
from
0-140 volts. Caution should be used in installing these
units, and instructions
carefully
followed lest delicate
transistors
be permanently
damaged.
Two disadvantages have been encounter eo with the household transistor dimmer:
Because
of their design they have a
"jump start" which causes the light to come on at about one-fourth
brUlance
abruptly,
when first turned
on. After this initial surge they will dim up and down
smoothly,
so long as they are not turned completely
out-c in which case the "jump start" will recur.
Also,
these units emit an electronic
signal that can be picked
up by electronic
equipment
such as radios,
tape-recorders
or amplifiers,
and will set up an objectionable
interference
in their audio. This latter situation would
only be problematical
ifsome sort of recorded
narration were accompanying
the jignttng
effects.
This
problem
can be reduced
or overcome
by physically
isolating the dimmers
from the amplifiers
by 8 or 10
feet.
Another
better dimmer is available
for the
same purpose
in' the form of the auto-transformer-although it is much larger
tn-stze
and more expensive.
A very gooo unit is available
from Olson Elec-

AUTO-TRANSFORMER
INSTALLATION.
THIS UNIT
OF 12 DIMMERS OPERATES
LIGHTS FOR TAPENARRATED "PAGEANT".
CUI\1BERLAND CAVERNS,
TENNESSEE.

NEW CAVE BOOK:

ViJiting dmerican

CaVeJ

NCA people have repeatedly stated that an upto-date listing of the commercial
caves in the country
would be a valuable asset.
Some encouragec
the reprinting of the old NSS pamphlet "Palaces
Under the
Earth. "
A supei-bcompnatton
of American commercial
caves has just been released
by Crown Publishers.
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Inc., 419 Park Ave., South, New York, N. Y. 10016
VISITING AMERICAN CAVES, by Russell H. Gurnee
and Howard N. Sloane, both prominent
cavemen,
provides the first comprehensive
guide to all American
caves open to the public.
Following
is a description
of the book from the Publishers
catalog:
'Well over 200 of the most spectacuLar
caves
throughout
the United States [lave been made accessible
to visitors.
Operated
by private
owners or federal,
state or local agencies,
these caves
are generally
lighted, and most have guide service.
In these underground chambers and, passages one enjoys a unique
expertencev-observlng
magntncent creations
of nature
found nowhere on the surface of the earth."
"Howard N. Sloane, co-author
of Celebrated
American Caves and Russell H. Gurnee, past president
of the National Sj.eleologtcat
Society,
have described
ALL caves open to tourists,
telling how to get there,
when they are open, visiting hours, admission
charges
and interesting
nearby attractions.
Each cave is illustrated and its history
is told.
Maps, a glossary
of
cave terms, and a bibliography
of recommended
reading will be useful to every potential visitor.
Over 200
illustrations.
$4.95."
The National Caves Association
is mentioned
in the preface
of the book, and endorsed
by the authors.
The book would make a popular item [or sale in our
Shops and offices.
Arrangements
for resale
of the
book should be made directly
with Crown Publishers.

Why Is My Government
Destroying

My Business?

As secretary-treasurer
of the National Caves
Association,
Roy Davis delivered
the following: remarks at public
hear-lugs
in Nashville,
Tenn. and
Charleston,
W. Va. He repeated
the remarks
at the
1966 meeting of the Roadside Business
Association
in
St. Louis, Mo. Copies of the talk have been sent to
Senate anc Hcuse members , and tape-recordings
made
available
to various
billboard
and Sign companies.
The remarks
were published
in the June, 1966 issue
of Sign and Display Industry magazine.
Such widespread
interest
and approval
has
been evidenced,
that we reproouce It here for the benefit and amusement
of NCA members.
The remarks
you are about to hear may be
the only ones you will hear from a member
of the.
underground!
I'M A CAVEMAN (and there aren't
many of
us left these oays f ) I have crawled out of my hole in
the grouno, blinking in the sunlight
of recent revolutionary legislation ... to protest!
I am amazed at the dignity and calmness
with
whi ell these feaeral
hearings have progressed.
Frankly, I'm scared to death!

It is said that "ignorance
of the law is no excuse."
Be that as it may, I confess my ignorance
-my inability to understand
this government
action that
promises
to destroy
my busmessv-rr.y life's
work!
May I do a little
Hag-waving
(before
that,
too, is outtaweol )
It is inconceivable
to me that this thing could
have come so far! Inconceivable
that in Amertca I am
obliged to testify before this booy-vtojusbfy my actions as a legitimate
business;
to plead Iur the right
to continue to pursue my oream-cbecause
of the vocal
urgings of a minority
group.
It is an outrage that our legislators
have allowed the present state of affairs to oevelop-vobvtousIy wi.thouta full understanding
of the far-reaching
consequences
of their actton-vwtthout counting
the discriminatory,
unequal effects that will create
overwhelming advantages
for Large Corj.orancns
and monopolies and totally destroy their competition.
Has the American
way so changed that the
little mau-c tne litITel3usll1ess-----r5 no longer important?
God forbid!
I apologize
if language
here is strong
and
plain.
It is at least understandable.
I SllOU1d Iike to present
my objections--and
1T,yAssociation's
objections
to this legislation.
I will
leave specific
recommendations
as to how billboard
control can be effectively
and acceptably
executed-to
those who are directly
concerned
with the billboard
industry,
and are best qualified
to identify
"customary practices"
and establish
guidelines
by which we
can ... survive!
My Association
represents
nearly
200 commercial caves in the United States
tlu-ough
w h i' C 11
13,000,000
persons
walked last year, without injury
or fear ... and to the delight and interest
of children
and adults alike.
Paying' an average of $1. 50 to $3. 00
the income represented
is considerable.
We feel our
business,
and that of other tourist
attractions
in America contributes
substantial1y
to tile nation's
economy.
Certainly
we provide
the excuse
that brings
tourists
into a State or area ... so that motels, restaurants,
filling stations,
etc., can get a crack at 'em!
We like to think we're
tmpor-taut!
We hope our government thinks we're important
too!
--Nowwe
are told that our htgtiways are going
to be rr.ucb more beautiful than in the past.
Indeed it
appears that folk like us are going to be "beautified"
into lovely corpses!
To usv-ano ethers like us, billboardS
are our
life blood!
80% of our business comes from billboard
advertising.
It's the IMPULSE produced by repetition
that does the job. We are told to find other means of
adve r tis ingv--but
for us there is no other means!
It
would be difficult to imagine a couple driving at 75 mph
down one of our Interstate
Htgnways , r earung the New
York Times,
who would come across
our ad and say,
"Here's
something
interesting--Cumber1and
CavernS.
Why not drop in while we're so close (somewhere
between Washington,
D. C. and Memphis) ... " --And
-c
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then would begin the hide- 'n-seek
game of figuring out
which "Gas) Food and LOdging" stgn also meant "This
way to Cumberland Caverns! rr
Each year we have enjoyed visits by Exchange
Students studying in tlus country.
On one such tour a
young man asked if Cumberland Caverns were a stale
or federal project.
When I exptame« to him that ours
was a private enterpr-ise,
and that we had discovered
it as college stucents-vhe
was amazed; and remarked

that in his country and most places inEurope,

it would

be impossibJefor
an individual to develop a natural attraction; for these things are left to government agencies.
I was mighty proud at hearing
thts , to realize
that inAmerica it is possible for the little man--people
like myself,
to have a dream and pursue it. Cumberland Caverns is a small business.
1 dare say ours is
tile srr.anest
represented
in this meeting
here tocay.
But in America,
as nowhere else, we can compete with
the big boys! Our motto has always been ... "Early to
bed, early to rise ... work like hell. .. and advertise!"
Like tile characters
in a currently
popular so~the
ant that attacks
the rubber-tree
plant and the ram
that keeps butting that dan,", we bave
"high hopes!"
This is America ... not Russia
not Europe.
We don't tell people what they can do with their property.
Oh I can see why, for reasons
of health and welfare, certain mountain folk are not permitted
to operate their own stills;
and lean understand
for the same
reason why folks can't raise hogs on Main St. For
reaous
of health and welfare
this sort of control
is
necessary-but for aesthetic
reasons ... wow!
As an American
I don't understand
110W other
Americans,
no matter how influential
their husbands
might be, can so mts -orrect federal
legislation
as to
destroy me and my business
simply because they do
not like my artverttsing
program.
It happens
1 do not
like black, smelly cigar-s-o-but I've had little success
in my one-man efforts to stamp them out! I don't like
adolescent.
TV shows and juvenile commercials,
bul
I'm powerless
to stop them.
Power and telephone
companies have entirely
too many utility potesv-wfuch
seem to serve no useful purpose
except to litter the
landscape.
Farmers
should be required
to paint their
barns
reo-o-tt'u
be more photogenic!
And. at this
point I'm developing
a keen dislike for near-sighted
garden clubs, overly arr.btnous
newspapers
and rubber-stamp
po.litic ians 1
Surely in America
we cannot justify the destruction
of thousands
of businesses
in the name of
beautification.
What a farce!
From what 1 read there seems to be some effort to placate the influential
billboard
industry;
and
with good reason,
as these companies
are headed by
prominent,
powerful men capable of affecting voters 1
I'm concerned
for them too. If the Dept. of Commerce
criLeria
is accepted,
few of the existing
billboard
structures
will remain.
what is left willbe gold-bordered,
gtIt-eoge , blue-chip
space.
TIle prospect
of
competing
for Cummings
& Co. or Ozier's
signs against General
Motors, Winston Cigaret~es
or Pabst

Blue Ribbon ... is overwhelming
to the little reua' like
me.
I'm glad the oil companies
have representation
and will be able to make thei r wishes know. I'm glad
the billboard
induslry
is oi-gantzeo
and influential.
--But I'm wondering who's battling for the Ii ttte guy?
Who's repreeentlng
the case of the ttttle business.
. the
landowners
and farmers
across
the nation?
I'm selfish!
I'm not defending
the billboard
industry as such.
--But if outdoor advertising
Is abolished or made impractical.
.. my own business dies I
I'm standing
at oeath'.s door, wondering
why in the
world my government
wants my blood.
I'm not by
myself, either;
filling stations,
small groceries,
motels,
restaurants,
attractions
... all are wondering,
tool We have al ceauy eliminated
many of these Iegitirnate American
businesses
simply by routing the
highways and Interstates
around and away [rom them.
As soon as we have denied Lhem signs and made certan, no tourist
can possibly
stumble
across
them -there but remains
the burning of their establishments
and jailing of their proprietors
... to make federal
enc roachment
complete!
If we're not breaking the billboard and tourist
industries--we're
badly benotng them! We're going to
lose a lot of r-evenue,
too.
Hnun m. I wonder
how
much income the Garden Clubs brought in last year?
--And what about the landowner?
660 ft. of
his own property
is not really his. The $50-$200 j.er
year he derives
from rent is llOW illegal.
'I'hi
is
money that he has made without Lifting a finger ... the
cream on top of his labors.
Heaven help him if some
President's
relative develops a dislike for br-own-cows,
and he has to set back all his feuc ing!
Maybe the
Dept. of Commerce
will allow brown cows--iJ
they
agree
to stand 2000 ft. from intersections,
space
themselves
at least a mile apart and refrain
from
swishing their distracting
tails!
It is implied
that compensation
for existing
structures
will be made if they are removed.
What
compensation
is there for the farmer?
What compensation for the destruction
of Cumberland
Caverns'
future?
Recently, I understand,
tile Medical boys have
proven beyond all doubt, that tobacco, and particularly
crgar ettes are injurious
to health;
a real threat
to
mankind.
Some concern was raised by the public,
by
the Medical
field,
by legislators.
Federal
ruling
seemed emn-nt. It is significant
to note that we have
dealt with this menauce
most effeeti vety by requiring
cigarette
manufacturers
to include a sn-ail note III nne
print on their packages:
"Warning--may
be injurious
to health ... " Thus we have discharged
our responsibility without hurting anyone's feelings,
without risking valuable
tobacco tax revenue,
and probably provideo some excellent
free publicity
for the tobacco
industry.
1 unoerstano
business has never been better!
--Maybe we ought to treat the binboaru prob112min a similar
way. We might require that all billboardS carry a small tag in illegible print,
"Warning,
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this billboard

may be offensive to renneu and cultured

senses.
--Have you ever tried to breath in a smokefilled convention room? Maybe we Could pass a law
so cigar-smokers would have to stay 2000 feet apart
--and 660 it. from ... mel
--We can't abolish billboards.
the radar-cop hide? Thinkof the lossof

Where would
revenue from

speed-traps alone; not to mention the cost of enforcing
this billboard law. Somewhere some smart someone
is going to discover that the cost of tearing down the
existing structures

(and keeping

them down), making

compensations for their loss (or are we working on a
way of getting out of this?)--and the losses that will
most assuredly result to the tourist and travel industry
--and the loss represented by land rentals, to farmers
and landowners; all of this, is going to amount to a
great deal more in dollars lost to the states tnvcrveu,
than would be lost 1TtIi.e federal were told to TAKE
it's lQ970 highway aid penatty-vanc leave us with our
unlovely signs ... and the nice green dollars they produce!
-----I've already confessed I m not a politician.
For this reason I suppose, I don't have the tact or ...
diplomacy ... I think they call it, to correctly ask
what's gomg on: The facts I get may be warped or
inaccurate. Perhaps someone will show me the conclusions I keep drawing ... are wrong. I hope so.
--One rena' tells me that legislation like this
is passed by a sort of parliamentary hop-scotch not a
great deal unlike unfair black market, bootlegging and
jury-fixing tactics. "Hey George, you know that highway you want through your district? You don't have a
chance, boy, if you ooq't help me get my highway
beautification bill passed .. ," Can it be that our representatives in Washington respond and participate
in this sort of foul play? --that dams, highways, federal aid is. swapped about like pawns in a game of
chess?
Another report has it that this highway beautification act was pushed through with such steam that
statesmen were not allowed to leave the chamber until
a decision was made. They were told that the bill had
to be passed, so that its acceptance could be announced
later at a dinner. This distresses me. To think that
a grouchy statesman had to make a decision that so
vitally concerns me and my future, on an empty stomach!
"Good gosh", I said, "if this is the way it is
being done, can't we stand up and holler loud enough
that someone will wake up and oo something?" "You
mean the Supreme Court? "Naw, them guys are
afraid to hand down an honest and fair ruling. They
swap favors like anyone else!"
Is this sort of talk true? Can this situation
actually exist in America?
Well--maybe I'm not a politician--but I am
a dreamer; and I still believe in that old-fashioned
jazz about right over wrong. Life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness ... all that stuff ... remember ... ?

--And I'm standing up--and hollering! Golly! I hope
somewhere someone is listening!
People in the attractions business are gooc
and scared! Already they're devising means of "getting around" the billboard legislation.
If you think
we've got problems now, just sit in on some of the
meetings I've attended. Several big attractions are
already reserving' sites and beginning construction
(some are completed and in use) of signs big enough
and bold enough to be clearly read 660 ft. from the
highway! They are spending $2000 apiece, and more,
for these monsters--200and 300 ft. long. These signs
don't block a few trees or a nice view--they hide the
whole blame horizon! (And... darn it! ... I can't afford to compete with 'em 1) If the jnrpose of this legislation is to kill all the little competition, it'll jo11ywell succeed!
Others are talking about balloons, dirigibles,
skywriting, etc. Some have conceived ideas.or mounting billboards on a fleet of trucks that will daily roam
the highways at minimum speed limits, and have "convenient" breakdowns at appropriate intersections. AU
of this to make the tourist aware thatAmericais more
than a six-lane stripe bordered with little fences, a
green patch down its middle, and green signs withsuch
stimulating copy as: "Keep off the median", and "Gas
FOOd& LOdging, next right!"
To the farmer--th.e small bustneesman-vthe
attraction ... to Tennesseans,
and Americans ... the
"Great Society" is begihrung to bear resemblance to
swastika and goose-step days of another country that
permitted federal encroachment of individual freedoms.
Since I represent the Nattonal Caves Assoc tatton-vano
since I am here to voice any thoughts that
might be helpfuLto the State's formulating criteria for
the execution of its "barren byways" law--and since I
am grinding
own axe, I would point out one other
concept:
Natural attractions and phenomena, inc rudtng
caves, mountains, waterfalls, lakes, overlooks, scenic points of interest, etc., whether private or public
owneo-o-because of their universal interest and appeal
(as evidenced by millions who have sought them out
and enjoyed thernjv-ano because they are a part of our
GOd-given natural heritage, our American heritage,
ought to be given spectat consideration and treatment
where highway advertising is concerned, Special exceptions and prtvtteges ought to be extended to those
who are in the "where to go-o-what tosee--what to oo''
category--since their very existence is a selling point
audstatus-uymboj of the State.
Finally, it is my belief that in America,
where tourism is considered significant ana growing;
encouraged by ovr Pr eerdeut ano governors of respective states; probably one of our largest industries;
that we ought to proceed to PULL THE TEETH from
this un-Amertcan, un-constitutional,
ill-conceived,
railroad-rammed Iegtstationv-ano give Americans the
liberty and right of free enterprise that has always
characterized our pioneering spirits. Indeed we ought

my
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to -raise so much Justifiable indignation with our Washington statesmeu-vthat
they will rexamlue
their hasty

EAGLE CAVE, 3075 N. 72nd.
--Mr. Jim Knodl

St.,

Mtfwaukee,

Wis."

action last Octoberv-ano come up with a fail' legislation to 'the American
, If billboard

businessman.
control is required

FANTASTIC
... then so be

CAVERNS,

Springfie Id, Mo.

--Mr. Fred

ver egee

it--but let us do so in a reasonable, practical, painless
and workable way.
We don't want to hide the beauty of America
bshuio the bilfboarus . Neither
co we want to lnoe it
behind a 66,0ft. i'nsulation that obscures true southern

hospitality, \conceals our natl ves ... and ignores the
real scenic significance of America.
I'll

now crawl back into my.1101e. -If , by1970

this mayhem conttnues,

and btuooa tcs are' indeed re-

moved, I'll have nothing
hind me!

better

CAVE,

Marengo,

LONGHO~N

. Caverns

Minn.

Lucille

--Mr.

Clar-

CAVERNS,

Burnet,

LOST SEA,

Pa .

Texas

Hellertown,

Pa.

-c Mr-. Kenneth

Sweetwater, Tenn.

Cagle

:

MAMMOTH- ONYX CAVE, Horse
R. Pohl

, '~i; ;

NAnONA1" ~AY~S ASSOCIAnON
Membership'

MARK TWAIN
Cameron

list

CAVE,

Cave,

Ky.

--Dr.

E.

Hannibal,

Mo.

--Mr.

Arch

Branson,

Mo.

--Mr.

:;

r

MARVEL ·CAVE PARK,
Hers cbeno
1, 1966
MERAMEC
Following' are .Member-caves of our Association,
with addresses
andr.name s of Managers.
In some Instances. Manager' g' names are not
shown,
or addresses
may, be incomplete.
Please
send additions
and/or
corrections
to the Secretary
for corrected
Iis ttng-in next issue of DOWN UNDER.
ADIRONDACK NA:TURAL STONE BRIDGE & CAVES
Rt. g, Pottersville,
N.;Y. --Mrs.
Lydia Neubuck
BRIDAL

--Mr.

--Mrs.

Harristown,

LOST RrVER CAVERNS,

Davrs , Cu'mbertano
:(

August

Ariz.

Indiana.

MYSTERY CAVE, Spying Valley,
ence Pr-ohaska
INDIAN ECHO CAVERNS,

'",;

Official

MARENGO
Denton

Dinosaur,

to do than pull it in be-

. Respec tluny. submittecr..
(ano. with tren.pltng
knees)
Roy
,,,.,

GRAND CANYON-CAVERNS,
Gary S. Rtngsby,

CAVE, Camneulon,

BULL SHOALS-CAVERNS,
Roy Danhuser
CATHEDRAL
~AVERNS

CAVERNS,

Shoals,

Boerne,

CU:MBERLAND CAVERNS
--Mr.
Roy Davis

Ark.

--Mr.

Mcuuds , Wis.

PARK,

NATURAL BRIDGE CAVERNS,
Mrs. Clara Heideman
OIDO CAVERNS,
Smith

-vMr.

McMinnville,

Mo.

Bob Hud-

--Mr.

ONONDAGA
Riley

New Braunfels,

West Liberty,

CAVE,

Texas.

Ohio.

--Mr.

Marion

Mo.

--Mr.

Lyman

Leesburg,

ONYX CAVE, Eureka
Mrs. Ralph Schmidt

Sprtngs , Arkansas,

PENN'S
bell

Hall, Pa.

CAVE, Centre

RUBY FAL .•..B, Chattanooga,
son

Texas.

Texa-s.

Stanton,

Miller

Ala.-Mr.JayGurley

Sonora
Blue

Eddie

','"

Grant,

CAVE OF THE MOUNDS,
Carl Brechler
CENTURY
Ebell

--Mr.

Bull

CAVERNS,

OF SONORA,

Mo.

CAVERNS,

son

--Mr.

Tenn.

--Mr.

&

W. P. Camp-

--Mr.

Carl Gib-

--Mr.
RUSHMORE CAVE,
Mrs
L. W. Cullen

Keystone,

Sc Dakcta.

SENECA

Bellvue,

Ohio.

--Mr.

SITTING BULL CAVERNS,
--Mr.
Bud Duhamel

Rapid

City,

-- Mr.

&

& Ml'S.

Tenn.

CAVERNS,

Dick Bell
S. Dakota.
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SKYLINE
Gibson

CAVERNS,

Front

Royal,

TUCKALEECHEECAVERNS,
Townsend,
Bill Myers & Mr. Harry vananda

WONDER CAVE,
ton Mostyn

v-Mr. Tom

Va.

Tenn.

San Marcos,

Texas

-c-Mr , 'I'horn

>-

--Mr.

II

.'

ALABAMA
I ·Coth.drat

Ca.e,,,

G,.,', "I"b,.."

ARIZONA
2 _ G,.,d Co.yoo c ••• ,.,
0100'0"', .0.,1'000
A~KANSAS
3·B,1I Sho.l. C•• o,",
Bull Shooh, Milo ••• ,
4_0ny, cO'.
E"••• ;pdn9" Ar"""'
INDIANA
S-t.\.,.ngo c •••
Mo,.n.o,

Ind'."

KENTUCKY

~o',~.m~:
..~"~:nfo~k;

6·
MINNESOTA
1_Mv,torvC
...
Spring Volley. MI""o,ot.
MISSOURI
!. "'0"01 cov.
O,,",on. 1.\1"0",'
? R,id.1 Cova
Camdenton. f,H"ou,1
I~· M.rk Twain Cave
H."lb,l, 1.\1,,"ue!

- Ooo"dag,

C...
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WAN TED:
Readers are urged to participateiln
the publication
of DOWN
UNDER! Articles are solicited.
Discussion
of any cave-business
topic is welcomed.
We'd like to know how you've licked your technical problems,
how you've pulled off a successful promotion,
how you handle insurance
claims.
Anything--everything.
Newsey
items are also gooo: expansion plans , changes in management or personnel, new developments.
We also NEED PICTURES: Please send us goon black & white, glossy photographs to be used on our covers, in our publication.
Many thanks.
-- Ed
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Q.ueJtionnaire
In an effort to stimulate
through

the medium

the exchange of ideas between Cave operators--

of DOWN UNDER,

the following

posed

at last

year's get-together-, are asked:
We'd like very much to hear your ideas on these (and ather points).

questions

which

were

Please

respond by answering: the following questions
in the spaces provided and sending them to
us. Please elaborate if you are so inclined.
Our whole purpose is to compne and analyze
data n-orr. all NCA members in the hope of providing' usetut information lor all. All material will be kept confidential,
of course.
Findings will be Iucorpor-ateo
into future
DOWN UNDER articles
dealing with such technical questions.
Your cooperation
in this matter will help us to 11el1J you--by
suar mg our
conecttve experience.
Please r-espond to this appeal.
Send questionnaires
and Comments
to the Editor,
Roy Davis, Cumberland
Caverns,
McMinnville,
Tenn.
37110
(1) What are your rates?
raised

Adults

prices?

Without

(2) What is your season?

to
to

(3) Have you any special

(4) What

What are your operating'

hours;?

percentage

or promotions?

of your

Describe:

admissions?

_

%

Adults

%

group

rates?

(6) What is your pay-scale

(7) Do you permit

difficulty?
_

activities

Children

Number

Have you recently

_

off-season

is the adult/children

(5) What are your

Children

_

-'-

_

(in round figures?)

_

of employees

Work-hours
( ) Encouraged

tipping?

_
( ) Discouraged

(.)

Pro-

htbtteo

(8) How is your

(9) What

guest

quantity

register

of folders

worked?

Do you dispense

_

_

Is jooc-hanonng

Cost?

sticker

What

Number

How do you distribute

food?

(11) What kind of bumper

located?

do you buy?

Cost $
(10)

Where

profitable

_

Vending?
to you?

requested?

of colors

them?

_
_

Snack bar?

_
_

do you use?
per

information

_

(12) What is the average

size of your btllboa ru?

Approximate
\

' '\,'\

(13)

I

pel' unit

cost

Is your gift shop operated

by yourself,

What percentage'
Descr-ibe

Do you own signs

_
01'

are

they

rented?

located with respect

(14)

Quantity up

or all concession?

_

to traffic-flow?

How is it
_

is lost by shop-lifting?

---

%

guide uniform:

NAME OF CAVE
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